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SUMMARY 0? STA3DAKD STATEMENTS. FOTCTIOHS. ETC. Df 8K 3ASIC 

ASS ( ) IF 
ADS ( ) 
ASD 
ASC ( ) I3HJT 
ATS ( ) EFT ( ) 

313 

CLOAD « 
CS2 $ ( ) 

LZS ( ) 

- LET 
dOS2 . 
CIS 

LIST 
COLOR 
COST LOAD 

LOCATE 
cos ( ) LOG ( ) 
CSA.72 LPRIST 

DATA SEW 

DBS 5E5S 
DIM SOT 
DOS 
DRAKTO SOTS 

ZSD OS 
OPES 

22? ( ) OR 
PADDLE ( 

POE PEEK ( ) 
PLOT 

PRS C ) P0I3T 

GET POO 
POP 

G0SU3 posincs 
GOTO PRIST 
GRAPHICS PTRIS 

POT 

. RAD 

■ HZAD 
rzm 
RESTORE 
HETOB5 

aso ( ) 

HOT 

SAV3 

SETCOLOH 

SOT ( ) 
SIS ( } 
SOOHD 

SQB ( ) 
STATUS 

STICK 
SXRIG 
STOP 
STR $ ( ) 

TO 
TSAP 

USH ( ) 

VAL C ) 

no 
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General Not eg 

c 
la the description of statements and functions that follow, the following 

conventions are used: 

1. Capital letters denote keywords, etc., which mist he type! hy the user 

exactly as shown (e.g. "rS23Tw, "HOT"). 

2. lower case lftters denote class(es) of items which say he used. The 

various classes are shown below. (e.g., "avar", "sexp") 

3. Itess enclosed in square brackets (e.g., M [, var^ ”) are optional. 

It. Iteas enclosed in square brackets together with ellipses imply that 

the item shown say repeated any number of times, (thus " Q exp../J " 

is eqjiivant to " Q exp, exp, exp...J ", etc.). 

5. Multiple iteas in braces indicate that any one nay be used. 

(e.g.jSSD L BHD and STOP are eq^ilvalent statements). 
\ST0PJ 

6. Statesent abbreviations - Basle will compare abbreviated statements 

(1 — 5 characters followed by period) and use first natch. The 

statement will be LXSTed in its expanded fozaat. (2x BOS * POSITION). 

T will be interpreted as FHX3T 



Tyscs of itens used herein 

arar 

«7*r 

snrar 

t»x 

*er? 

lexp 

sex; 

acp 

lop 

Arithmetic VABiahle, a storage location for a meric value. 
Variable names are 1 to 120 alphanumeric characters and suss 
start vith aa alphabetic character. 
(e.g., "TOTAL", * CCCHTS23") 

String VA2iahle, a storage location for a string of characters 
(bytes). Sane name rules as "avsr" except last character- 
asst be a dollar sign ("$"} vhich Is included in the count of 
characters in the name (e.g. "SA24SS", "AEDB2SSS") 

Matrix -VAHiahle, an elcaeat of an array (matrix)' of sun eric 
values. The saae of the natrix variable is similar to a 
string variable case except that the last character asst be a 
left pares±hesis_(e.g., "COtJSTS (*» usually seen in context as 
"CCOHTS (G3TSUM)" indicating the CSTTCMth el grant of the array 
CODHTS. 

VAHiahle, any of "aver", "svar" and "nvar" 

aa Arithaetie ESPressics, generally ccaposed of "aexp acp 
aerp * recursively vhere each aexp elaaent nay be aa "leap" 
"avar", "svar", auserie literal, or arithmetic fuactioa. 

Examples: "3 * A.", "2*SU(30)", "2 + ClrA)" 

Logics! Expression, generally ccaposed of "aexp lop aexp" 
or "sexp lop sexp"; a logical expression evaluates to 
"true" (represented numerically by a constant 1) or "false" 
(auaerioally, 0). 

Examples: 1^2 is true, "CAT" * "TOG" is false 
i 

String Expression, can consist of a string variable, string 
literal, or a function vhich returns a string value. So 
operators are allowed in a sexp. 

Examples: AHBH2SS$, "STDGZTS, 2HCWB", C2a$(33D(0)*12S) 

The arithaetic operators 
. + -*/ A 

The logical operators 
< < - > > » < > - 

ASS 03 SCI (special case; SOT is a unary cp) 

W 



1 Ir.eao 

iexp 

exp 

adata 

A literal amber specifying & line amber 

An arithsetic expreaaica (aexp) vbicb is rounded to nearest 
positive integer value. 

Either aexp or sexp 

ASCII with or without quotes. . leading blanks 
ignored, quotes throws out. 
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Operator Precedence 

The following order of operator precedence vill he used (operators on the 
seas Use hare equal precedence): 

) ■ > « > < ) when used for string eespariscns 

unary niaus 

a ouaser raised Co a fever 

<e when used as binary operators 

• > * ^ > when used for srithsetic eespariscns 

SPOT 

ASS 

OH 

A 

* / 

+ - 

<< . 

Precedeace say always he creridden hy parenthesis, hut so "binary operator 

ney operate oa nised strings and scserie elesests (i.e.™Af * C$ + 3" is . 

legal hut "A* »’(C$ +« 3)" is sot). 

nm - a logical operator which requires hath the left 
end right argssents to he true for the st&tesest 
to he true. 

UCj - a logical operator which reverses the truth of 
the argusest following it. 

OH - a logical operator which requires either the 
left or right argesest to he true for the stateseat 
to he true. 
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7un^*^^ta2 Control Statcaents 

GOTO tfaiwia - trasafer execution to line "lineno" 
GOSOB liaeno - call & subroutine which begins at "lineno" 
HETUE3I - return iron a subroutine to next stateaent after last 

executed GCSUB 
«■ j 

lineno 
GOTO or GOSOB t£e 

iexp'evaluates to 1,2,3...respectively. (if iexp *0 or is^tiaa 

the nuaber of lisenc’s in the list it falls thru to next line). 

lineno.... .J 
1st, 2nd, 3rd...lineno in the list if 

HOB Begins execution of progrsn currently in sesory. All variable- 

values ere set to sero, all strings and arrays are undiaessicned. 

terminate program execution, SOT say be caitted if last line 
of program 

BEST erase program currently in neaory 

1? aexp-TESff (lineno 1 
statement...J 

If tbe aexp evaluates to zero, control passes to tbe next 

sequential line. If son-zero, tbe statement following tbe 

TSSS (and any subsequent statements in tbe line) is executed. 

Tbe form "TEST lineno" is equivact to "TEES GOTO lineno" 

(' J 

FOB avar » aex?L TO aexp2 (STEP aexp3] 

3E22 avar 

When FOB is executed, avar is given tbe value aexp^ 

'When SETT is executed, ’ aexp- (which tabes tbe value +1 if 

not given) is added to avar. If avar i3 not then greater than 

a exp 2, control passes to tbe statement following tbe 

FOR: all loops executed at least cnee. 



cart’d 

aexp^ say te positiTe or negatiTe. 

Atst la required for 3232 stateaeat. 

CZ2 

?0P 

THA? a exp 

dears arrays 

Csee page 101 

ca error sees to expressica aerp 

>717/7^4 jgSJS" 
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MISCELLANEOUS SHATIME5TS 

HEAD rax [) var...3 
DAIA a data. Q?' adata.. /] 
HSSTOHS (liaeso] 

DAEA statements allow information to be stored la & 
program without the need for any file I/O to retrieve 
it. The EESTCHE statement Is similar- to a random 
file position capability, and HEAD is similar to file 
input. Statements may be located anywhere in program. 
Comma in data statement are defined as carriage return 
of nucte._ 

. fs7»r{aexp) * 1 |7jsvar(aexp ) 
DIM (Mvar (aexp Q aex^)) J|j,>ivsr<aexp Q aar?}) 

>u 

Allows the user to declare the "SIZE" of an-array 
(number of elements) or string (number of characters) 
variable. Any attempt to access an element /character 
outside the declared sine will result in an error. 

regardles; 

. .*iia - * • 

COST 

REM 

Continue allows the user to continue program execution 
after a STOP SIS or 232AX at next line number not next 
statement. 

HS4ar.it is a ”dummy” statement which allows the prograsaer 
to include comments for clarification. 

Affect only the trig functions (SIS,COS, AST). Select 
BEGrees or HADians as the argument/result values. 
Sasic defaults to radians 

3TS Sett from BASIC bach to the resident CS and/or console 
processor. 

* sexp 

m aexp 
Assigns the value 'of the expression on right side of the 
equals sign to the variable element specified on the left side. 

o 
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r3Hrg/CCTFJT 5TA25HE3TS 

la all I/O statements the n/a.expn is aa optional file specifier in the range. 
1-7. • Omitting aexp causes I/O to use the keyboard. 

PHOT 
“* [{;} =!•— 2 {>} 

I2223T 

•Prints the ASCII equivalents of tbs givea expressions to the 
file specified, sexp's are simply output (vithcutt any conversion 

' — i.e., the fall 3-bit byte is output) from their beginning to 
their length, aexp’s are converted to printable fern. A ccrnat 
follcrsiag an exp causes "tabbing” to the next tabular coins. A 
following send colon causes no spacing. 

♦ 
- Prints to printer, requires no OPES, CLOSE or file specifier 

nsor jWJ ~r £ .] 
Requests ASCII input from the specified filsnubber. If "var" is 
actually namsHt accepts a string of characters without transfer— 
nation until an esd-of-liae ia detected Cend-of-line is carriage 
return ($B) )• For an "avar" "anrar1*, meric data ia converted 
from ASCII to internal fora. Suaeric data say be delimited by a 
cram a. or an esd-of-line. 

LIST 
"flspc" Zinma [,11 U
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flineno 

Lists pro gras currently in aesory to the specified file or device, 
tso liaeno’s are given, only the lines frsa the first through secsad 
liaeno's (inclusive) are listed. If a single lineso is given, only 
that line is listed. 

23122 "flspc" brings program saved by LIST (ASCII source) bach into senary 

LOAD "flspe" 
SA73 "fLspc" 

Provide a zsa.ss of retaiaiag the program currently ia aeacr7 ca a 
nnss storage device (e.g., cassette) and then later recalling the 
program from the device. LOAD £ SAVE process program ia token format. 

CIO AD LOAD and SA7S to cassette , 
CSA7E 

OPES #aexp, aexp aerp2, "flspc" Opens file for input or cutout 
and assigns "it to file soecifier 
#aex? * file specifier (0- 7) 
aexp * open •ncda(!* * input 3 * cutout)(AtICi) 

aexp^ * devise dependent (AIH2) 
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( 
< 

l C 

CLOSE' #aexp 

n.o C4D, #aexp, aexp^t aexpg* . "flspc^r flspc. 

C4D 

flspc 

Dot 

32 HESAMS (flspc^ * old name /Ispc^ 

' 33 mars mz 

Zk P0SMAT DISK 

35 LOCK 

36 OHIOCK 

3T pons 

38 aoos 

* Dot file csEwjT file ext^j^ 

■ D fl - Sj for disk 

? Q. — sj for prister 

* aev same 

&-•]* for cassette 

file saae *1-8 alphanumeric characters 
the first character must he alpha 

file ext *0—3 alphanumeric characters 

file case and extension are only used for disc files. 

aascg * U far input (Aim) 

8 for output 

agrpg * derice dependent information (AIDC2) 

G 
( 

GST laexp; avar Inputs a single hyte 
frm file specified hy #aexp and stores in TAB 

KIT faexpf asst Outputs single 
hyte to file specified hy #aexp. 

ex 
GST #1: A 
A $ - CSR $ (Al 
PUT # 1; ASC CYl 

STATUS #aexp; avar-atcres status of device into variable. 



ISFOT/OOTPOT STAISMESTS (coatisued) 

HOT ["'fiapc] 

A variation on the no rani HOT stateaeat, thin stateaeat actually siaply performs 
two stateaests, in order: 

LOAD "flsoc" 
HOT 

Sate hot works only with SA73 flies 
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Punctions return a value which la a transformation of seme 'find on the given argument. 

Arithmetic Functions 

LOG (aexp) log base 10 
OT (aesp) integer, returns next smaller Integer 
A3S (aexp) absolute value ■_ 
SGS (aesp) sign of argument return +1, 0. or -1 
SQH (aesp) square root 
Or (aesp) natural log . . 
EX? (aesp) exponextial (e , e*2.7182813...) 
PBE (dismay) returns amber of bytes of neaory still available 
n'TTii (aesp) returns a pseudo—random - nuaber-in the range. 0. to •?:’ ■" 

but never returns 1. ' * Z**1* B3ea tar<2varis 
amber generator so embers are not repeatable. Aesp is a 

decay argument. 
* SO (aesp) trigonometric sine 
* COS (aesp) trigonometric cosine 
* AO (aesp) trigonometric arctangent 

*(BEG & HAD affect code of calculation of trig functions) 

STRT3G POHCTIOSS/STRIRG-aSIATSD PUSCTI0B3 
123 (sezp) returns the length (in bytes) of the argment string 
VAL (sezp) returns the equivalent numeric value of arg. 
STS$ (aesp) returns a string looking like the PBOTed form of the arg. 
CERS (aesp) transforms a nmeric value (0-255) to a string byte 
ASC (sex?) transforms a single string byte to a numeric’ value 

returns contents of byte in. tipaory at address iezp 
changes contents of byte at memory location iexp^ 
to the value of iexpg. (iesp 1 * C-85535, iesp 2 * 

0-255) “ • 

CS2. (iesp £,iesp...2 ) calls sachise language subroutine at address iesp., 
pusses other iesp'a to routine as argments. 
Allova for return of a single nmeric value (iesp). 
Argments are stored in staek and occupy 2 bytes 
each. The last byte in the stack is the amber of 
argments. The two byte value returned by the aach- 

. 1ms language function mist be stored in.’ ■ — 

POP Causes last item in users GCS03/PCH stack to be pulled off and discard 

ADR. C) returns address of string or nmeric array : 

ROTS /aesp, var-, var-, returns current sector # and byte within 
A 2 sector for specified disk fils. 

POISE /aesp, vsr-i, var-, sets current sector # and byte within sector 
A 2 for specified disk file. 

1. There can be only cne STP.S and only cne CHP.S in a logical ccspare. i.e. 
A * STR$ (1) > ST?.$ (2) is not valid 

2 Vai will look ad 1st 255 characters only 
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•» < 

SPECIAL MAC2I32-*JS?Sai3EaT S2A2S4S3TS & FOTCTIOaS 

Gracfaics 4 Screen Control 

GRAPHICS aexp -selects one of 12 (0-11) screen nodes, Hodes 1*8 ere screen. 
(See page 16) 

COLOR aex? -selects color-register for PLOT and ORAVTO' 

PLOT aex?, aesp -PLOT a si,ogle joint at X, Z 

PCSIEOar aexp 1, -Positions cursor at X, I 
aexp 2 

SZT COLOR aexp., aexp., aexp. * sec color register (0-4) to color/1 ua. 
* aexp,* color register 

aexp,* color (0-15) 
aexpj* luminescence (0—14, even mashers only) 

OEAHTQ aex?^ aexp^ -draw line from previous PLOT to -I, T aexp^* X aex?2 * * 

LOCATE aexp, aexp, var -** Store color valutfrua screen position aexp l, aexp 2 Into 7AE 
12 

SCtJHD i 
volume 

aexp aexp ^aexp aexp , * — "set semi register _to frequency,. _?SP*rol 70^1 
, 1 2 3 aetfe 1 * sound register (0-3) 

aexp 2 * audio frequency 0 -255 CO* high* 255* low) 
aexp 3 * audio control C -15 ClO * pure tone) 

"... aexp i * volose 0 - 15 C 0 ■ off 15 * lead) 

PABDLS (aexp) -returns tie setting (0-255) of tie paddle given ty aexp (0-3) 

PTSIS (aexp) -returns tie status (0*C7?,la<3ir) of tie paddls trigger selected 
iy aexp . 

ST3CS (aex?) -returns tie setting (0-15) of tie JcysticJc designated "by aesp (0-3) 

STSIC (aex?) -returns tie setting (0 or 1) of tie joystick trigger designated by 
aexp aexp* joystick number (0-3) 

-transfers control to Disc Operating Systea (20S) 



EHP.OR RSP0BTI3G 

Errors will cause a aessage of the fora: 

"2ESQB zz at LIRE ssaa". 

The error nirabcr ("xc" shore) ray “be ia the rsrs« 1 to 199. 



Z5HCB MESSAGES 

Z32BUM 1 ; 30 T-.-rra i ?CH 52? 13 03 GOTO or G0SU3 STATEMENT 

2S23UH a j MSS2SX TULL 

ZS33DM 3 ; 7JLLHZ 23202 

2H23CM k; YA22A3L2 TA3LZ POLL (ICO MA3T YA22ASL2S) 

2SHSUM 5 ; STHESG IZ3GT2 2HBC2 

2H23GM 6 ; HEAD COT 07 DATA. 
^ ■ 

2SH30M T ; TAILS SOT + HT2SGZ3 

ZSE3CM 8; Z3FUT STMT 22202 

2323091 Si A2SAX/SS2I3G D234 2SH0H 

2233UM Ifl ; A2G STAGS CVZ27LCV 

2323034 H; •PLOAHSG POXST 0VZH7LCV 

_2323DK ^ . ; 
' 12; r.™ SOT 7003D (GCS33/GOTO) 

* 
'"2323034. 13; 30 MATCHTSG PCS 

ssacM 2>; USB TCo'LCSG 

2223034 15; G0S03/7CH LI3B UBrSTSD 

■’sanrEM 16; 3AS 2ZT0S3S 

2SS30M •U; 232C0TIC3 07 GA22AGE 

2323014 13; gT^rc DOSS SOT STA2T VTT2 7ALZD SCMB.22 

2323054 19; LOAD PQ4 TOO BIG 

2SBSU34 20; Derlce # >T 

1323124 21; Soft a. LOAD file 
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DECIMAL EEZ BASIC 1/0 EH5CH CODES 

_128 80 mm BREAK SET ABORT 

130 82 mm 30S-I3ISTS3T BE TICS 

131 83 - DATA ERROR .. 

132 84 - 33VALID CQMMASD 

133 85 - DEVICE CB FILE SOT OPES 

134 86 - IBVALID IOCS SUMEER (cot stored la. ICC3!) 

136 88 •» EED-0F-7TL2 

138 8a - .DEVICE TIMEOUT .(DEVICE BOESS’T RES-GSD) 

139 85 - DEVICE 3AK 

1U0 8C - . SERIAL BOS I3F0T FRAMI3G.ERROR 

141 2D - CURSOR OUT 0? RA2G3 

142 82 - .SERIAL BUS DATA FRAME 0VERSUS 

143 8? - 'SERIAL BUS DATA FRAME CHECKSUM ERROR 

"'-j.44 90 - DEVICE.DG3E_EHRCH (REPOSTS WITH INVALID DOSE BITS) 

145 91 - BEAD AFTER WRITS COMPARE ERROR (DISK HASHES) 

160 A0 - DRIVE # ERROR . . 

l6l A1 - TOO MAST OPES FOES (SO SECTOR BUFFER AVAILABLE) 

162 A2 - MEDIUM FULL (30 FREE SECTORS) 

163 A3 - FATAL ST5TSM DATA I/O ERROR 

164 A4 mm FILS # MISMATCH 

165 A5 - FILE SAMS ERRCR 

166 a6 - FOIST DATA LZSGTS ERROR 

167 AT - FILE LOCKED 

163 a8 - CCMKA3D OVALID (SPECIAL OPERATION CODS) 

169 A9 - DIRECTOR! FULL (64 FOSS) 

C70 
AA - PUS SOT F0C3D 

171 A3 - FOIST LSVALID 

PUSS) 
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Arithmetic Precision and Methodology 

A special fora 3CD (decimal)floating point arithmetic rill "be used, 
numbers may be in the range of hk 0.5999...3+58 to £ 1.0000...2-58 (and 
aero, of course). ” 

30 is urged for ease of user understanding. The particular 30 implementation 
chosen vill be faster than traditional binary floating point for adds and subtracts, 
slever for multiplies and dlrides, and only slightly slaver for array element access. 

Matrices 

Are two-dimensional. Zither dinession nay hare a ralue of 0 to 22767, 
except that total space is limited by memory sine. Elements vill be sabered 
fra 0, thus D2H A3HAT (33) vill allocate 3* elements and DIM MAT (3.^) vill 
allocate 20 elements ^.3+1 by h+1). 
So satrix vill be automatically dimensioned. 

Strings 

String arrays are not supported.’ Strings are DXMensicned to contain a fixed 
saadsam number of characters. The characters in a string are numbered from 1 
to the DDSensioned maxima. 

Substrings are specified as follovs:. * 

' Destitution Strings Source Strings 

% 

the entire string, 1 thru DIM frea the 1st thru LZSgth chare 
.thereof- 

from the nth thru DEfth fra the nth thru I23gth chars 
character 

fSrea the nth thru nth seme as dest. 
character 

It is an error if either the first cr last specified character (n and a, shore) 
is outside the Dimensioned size. It is an error if the last character position 
given (explicitly or implicitly) is less than the first character position. 
(e.g., 33X33 AS (20) is an error if 1ST (AS) <20.) 

Concatenation is not directly supported but say be performed as follovs: 

1ST AS • 3S 
1ST AS (LET (AS) +1) » CS 

(the shore is e<jairaleat to A$*BS+CS as found in seme SASICs). 

Suecified as 

ST3ETCS S 

ST3EJGS S (n) 

stsnes S (n,m) 

( 
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Stateaents la General 

Multiple statements nay be entered for any given lineao by separating then 
vith a colon. 

The following stateaents scst be the last on any given line. (This ensures pro gran 
integrity in case of error or editing yet still allows COS at any tine.) 

.2333 
STOP 
sat 

Syntax!rg and Tckenising 

Stateaents are checked for syntax on entry. An error will cause the cursor to be 
repositioned at the pq^nt of detectable error (which is not necessarily the actual 
point of error: e.g., POP I * ATCB ST2P C is an error because spaces are required 
around the word TO; but the point of detectable error is the word STB? since AT0 3 
is legal variable name). 

Variables will be placed in a variable table at entry tine (not when the program 
is HOI). 

Each variable and/or reserved word in a program will occupy 1 byte. 
String constants will occupy string length +1 
numeric constants will occupy 7 bytes. 
Deferred and Direct Modes 

All statements noted herein nay be used with or without a line number (herein 
after called "deferred1* and "direct" stateaents). Seme stataents may have little 
meaning in one or the other mode; others may have unexpected meanings. - Seme 
of the less obvious are noted below: 

In Deferred Mode 

HOST is equivalent to encountering E3D and then the operator 
typing HOT. 

COST is a no-op. That is, it has the same effect as a HScark. 

32V are equivalent to encountering 23D and the operator typing 

SESF. 
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la Direct Mode 

DA2A.T 
R2X / 
Z3D ( 
STOP J 

GOTO 
• 

GOSOB 

hare so neaaing and cause so action, at all 

starts (restarts) prcgraa. execution at. the llaeso 
noted in the GOTO states eats. 

calls the subroutine at the given lineao; Upon 52TUR3 
control returns to direct sede st at dents. 

o 
( 

13 
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Graphics Control Characters 

Grahlcs control characters nay he inserted into Sasic FRIST strings 
by preceding each character by an escape character. When the program 
is LISTed the control character is displayed as a special graphic. 
When the program is HOT the control character 1s executed. 

Control Character Special Bisolay character 

2SC 

t * 

* 

-> 

CLZAR 

SACKS? 

TAB 

JUHIi BBSS 

EES USE 

CUB TAB 

sss TAB 

SEXIi (cntrl 2) 

Sc 

* 

* 

Inverted Chr 

r 

* 

«- 

>5 
SSL CER 4 
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SCREEN MODES AVAILABLE 16 
THROUGH BASIC 

MODE TYPE * OF SC 
HORI¬ 

ZONTAL ’ 

REEN POS 
VERT 

NORMAL 

ITIONS 
ICAL 

WITH 
TEXT 
WNDW 

OBJECTS 
AVAILABLE 

BACXGRND 
=OBJ 8 * 

DEFAULT 
COLORS/’ 
OBJECTS 

1 
j 

MEMORY 
REQR- 

MENTS i 
&yrrs i 

] i j 

CHARACTER 
| SETS 
AVAILABLE 

8 TEXT 

l 

48 • 24 

# 

NXA 

• / 
0SJECT2 
LUM** 

OBJECTS 

WHT ON 
GRN-3LU 

08J2 
LUM** 

3 
t 

i 
sss j 

< 
ALL 

1 . 
1 ■ ■ . 1 

1 TEXT 28 24 23 

l' 
OBJECTS 
8-4 

WHT ON 
GRM—BLU 

OBJ 1 

St 3 
UPPER CASE 4 
NUMBERS OR 
LOWER CASE & 
GRAPHICS 
CHARACTERS 

2 TEXT 28 12 OBJECTS 
■8-4 

3 GR 

i 

48 24 28 OBJECTS 
8-3 

LIGHT 
SLUE 
ON 
BLUE 
OSJ1 

£73 
NONE 

4 GR 88 48 48 OBJECTS i 
8—1. S3 7 

3’ GR .. 88 48 
1 

40 

• i 
objects; 
8-3 

! 

/at 7 

S' GR isa ’98 88 
1 

OBJECTS 
8—4, 202S 

7 GR isa W 38 
i 

i 

OBJECTS 

8-3 

LIGHT 

SLUE 
ON 
BLUE 
OBJ1 

- 
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